HAVE IT ALL: SINGLE-PILOT PERFORMANCE, RANGE AND SPEED

At the top of the single-pilot class, the CESSNA CITATION CJ4 aircraft comes with more speed, more range and more room. For corporate flight departments and owner-operators alike, this Citation jet meets the need for midsize comfort at light-jet operating costs. Its versatile cabin features room for 10 passengers, trackable seats, individual climate control and high-definition entertainment. Single-point refueling and an externally serviceable lavatory make stops quicker and more convenient.

Maximum Range: 2,165 nm
Maximum Cruise Speed: 451 ktas
Maximum Passengers: 10
Useful Load: 6,950 lb
Takeoff Distance: 3,410 ft
UNPARALLELED QUALITY

EFFICIENT ENGINES
Williams International engines deliver reliable, efficient maintenance and lower direct operating costs.

SINGLE-POINT REFUELING
The single-point refueling system reduces your time on the ground.

DEPENDABLE AVIONICS
NextGen-capable PRO LINE 21 avionics offer ergonomic, pilot-friendly operation.

TRAILING-LINK LANDING GEAR
The landing gear’s trailing-link design provides rugged comfort for soft landings and smooth taxiing.

CABIN-CLASS ENTRY
The wide cabin door allows room for easy entrance and exit.

CABIN-CLASS MANAGEMENT
Standard cabin management includes separate temperature control zones for the cockpit and cabin.

ADVANCED CABIN AVIONICS
Weather tracking with COLLINS AEROSPACE MultiScan weather radar system.

GENEROUS BAGGAGE CAPACITY
With a 1,040-pound baggage capacity, you'll never have to leave anything behind.

WEATHER TRACKING
Cutting-edge weather tracking with COLLINS AEROSPACE MultiScan weather radar system.

CLASS-LEADING RANGE
Go farther with the leading range-to-payload ratio and a best-in-class IFR range of 1,926 nautical miles.

PERFORMANCE
Takeoff Field Length (MTOW) 3,410 ft 1,039 m
Max Cruise Speed 451 ktas 835 km/h
Max Range 2,165 nm 4,010 km

CITATION CJ4 SPECIFICATIONS

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS
Cabin Height 57 in 1.45 m
Cabin Width 58 in 1.47 m
Cabin Length 17 ft 4 in 5.28 m

BAGGAGE CAPACITY
Weight 1,040 lb 472 kg

WEIGHTS
Maximum Takeoff 17,110 lb 7,761 kg
Basic Operating 10,280 lb 4,663 kg
Useful Load 6,830 lb 3,152 kg

MAX PASSENGERS
10

ENGINES
Manufacturer Williams International
Model (2) FJ44-4A
Thrust 3,621 lb per engine

PERFORMANCE
Takeoff Field Length (MTOW) 3,410 ft 1,039 m
Max Cruise Speed 451 ktas 835 km/h
Max Range 2,165 nm 4,010 km

Max Speed 451 ktas 835 km/h
Max Range 2,165 nm 4,010 km

Performance data is based on standard conditions with zero wind. Field performance assumes a level, hard-surface, dry runway. Range is based on a ferry mission at LRC with NBAA IFR reserves.
EYES ON
THE MISSION

The pilot-friendly flight deck features category-leading technology and ergonomic enhancements centered on the Collins Aerospace Pro Line 21 avionics suite. Added navigation technology includes weather tracking with the Collins Aerospace MultiScan system and a standard Enhanced Ground Proximity warning system.
YOUR STYLE, YOUR FLIGHT

The Citation CJ4 aircraft outshines competing light jets on cabin amenities alone. Six deep-cushioned, wide leather seats articulate in three directions and can be configured to fully recline for long, comfortable trips. Each features a patented retractable armrest with available lumbar support and seat-side media docks.

PASSENGER-CENTERED TECHNOLOGY

The 58-inch-wide cabin is designed to promote relaxation and productivity during even the longest flights. Passengers have their own temperature controls, and Collins Aerospace VENUE cabin management system provides optional Wi-Fi connectivity for high-definition entertainment.
The Citation CJ4 aircraft offers spacious, productive club seating for six. Choose either the standard side-facing seat or the two-place couch for additional seating. This Citation jet is designed to fly its full range in absolute comfort and convenience, including an aft lavatory with a belted seat. Its cabin is purpose-built to let you take your boardroom to the sky while keeping you connected to the world below.
ADVANCE YOUR TRAINING

Aviation professionals worldwide rely on FLIGHTSAFETY TEXTRON AVIATION TRAINING to provide the highest-quality training and outstanding service for the Textron Aviation product line of BEECHCRAFT, Cessna and HAWKER aircraft. Our Learning Centers give our customers the confidence of knowing we’re focused on reliability, convenience and flexibility.

FLIGHTSAFETY TEXTRON AVIATION TRAINING

• Approved by aviation regulatory authorities worldwide.
• Access our fleet of 86 simulators at 15 Learning Centers.
• Most Learning Centers are conveniently located close to Textron Aviation service centers.
• Learn from experienced instructors committed to your proficiency and success.
• Each classroom and simulator experience delivers outstanding and unmatched quality.

YOUR CONNECTION TO OEM EXPERT SUPPORT

Maintaining a global fleet requires worldwide coordination and universal access to the knowledge of experienced support representatives. With you as our focus, we are fully committed to you and supporting your Citation CJ4 aircraft with general aviation’s largest global support network. You can count on Textron Aviation to be by your side with superior parts availability, competitive pricing and a robust distribution system. The quality of support you receive is always efficient, reliable and available 24 hours a day.

HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR SERVICE NETWORK

• Textron Aviation has the farthest-reaching network of 19 company-owned service centers and the world’s largest parts distribution network
• Over 70 Mobile Service Units globally, so support is available wherever you need it
• A robust E-Commerce platform to make parts purchasing quick and easy
• 96% fill rate on parts shipments with 99.9% of those items shipping the same day
• Personalized ownership programs to assist with maintenance, parts purchasing and flight operations

VISIT SERVICE.TXTAV.COM TO LEARN MORE.
We advance the market by leveraging the latest technology in our Beechcraft and Cessna aircraft. These cornerstone brands account for more than half of all general aviation aircraft flying today.

We have delivered more than 250,000 aircraft over our 90 year history, exceeding 150 million turbine flight hours in over 170 countries. With more than 12,000 employees building new products and supporting you every step of the way, we continue to provide the industry’s widest-ranging offerings and most capable service.

Our portfolio features Citation aircraft, the world’s best-selling business jets, KING AIR and CARAVAN aircraft, both class-leading turboprops, and advanced piston aircraft for transport and efficient pilot training.